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Welcome to the first issue of ERPP for the year 2013.
This stimulating edition of the ERPP offers international perspectives on a range of

issues and contributes insights to current debates in education, based on strong research
evidence, gathered through both quantitative and qualitative techniques by the respective
authors/researchers in support of their views. We hope that the research findings presented
here will shed light into issues which may have hitherto remained obscured.

The paper by Mo, Singh, and Chang, opens the issue and is set in the context of increas-
ing interest in Science achievement scores particularly in the United States. Mo, Singh, and
Chang note that despite the heightened attention and increase in research, there remain few
consistent and robust findings on science learning. Knowledge about the factors that influ-
ence Science achievement is sorely inadequate. Therefore, the authors examine factors that
have a bearing upon Science achievement using Hierarchical Linear Modeling methodology
and delineate variables at the individual, class, and school level which contribute toward
explaining achievement differences.

Alternative assessment is gaining increasing importance in educational discourse and
offers itself as an attractive alternative to traditional tests and high stakes examinations. Sin-
gapore has similarly embraced alternative assessment with open arms. However, much as
alternative assessment presents itself as an attractive option, Tan points out that in reality,
there is no guarantee that alternative assessment is interpreted and implemented in the same
way, resulting in many variants of the practice with differential effects on learning. Against
this background, Tan reports on the results of a phenomenographic study of teachers’ expe-
riences of introducing alternative assessment in Singapore. He describes the various ways in
which teachers understand and use alternative assessment in schools and how some are more
sustainable and suited to supporting learning than others.

Turunen and Rafferty critically examine the influence of neo-liberal ideology on contem-
porary curricula and school programs in Australia. By using discourse analytic techniques,
the authors show how dominant discourses based on neo-liberal rationale present themselves
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as unquestionable truths and create an officially sanctioned way of thinking about education.
Turunen and Rafferty argue that while such sanctions have their benefits, these dominant
discourses necessarily obscure other perspectives and suppress critique. The authors point to
the utility of discourse analysis as a means to interrogate dominant ideologies and to reveal
alternative and hidden perspectives.

Tran considers the question of whether the learning approaches of Asian students from
Confucian Heritage Cultures are truly problematic as widely perceived. Using in-depth inter-
view data, Tran challenges dominant views of Asian students as being passive, reticent, and
predisposed to using memorization techniques. Tran asserts that such views arise due to a
lack of understanding of passive learning styles, the role of memorizing and understanding,
and the difference between quietness and passiveness in Confucian Heritage Cultures. The
author offers other reasons for the stereotypic Asian student behavior.

Innovative student-centered constructivist instruction is currently being stressed in many
parts of the world, including Singapore. It is touted as being the key to a successful education
system in the present era. Yet widespread recognition of its potential benefits notwithstand-
ing, innovative student-centered constructivist instruction has not been readily embraced
by teachers and traditional didactic instruction has remained the mainstay in classrooms.
Using large scale survey data, Nie, Tan, Liau, Lau, and Chua stress the importance of teacher
efficacy beliefs as being central to the actual implementation of innovative instruction and
recommend improving teacher efficacy beliefs to promote the embrace of innovative student-
centered constructivist instruction.

We hope that the papers in this issue will serve to trigger and extend conversations among
researchers, educators, and policy makers on issues of interest, as well as open avenues for
collaboration with the aim of improving educational policies and practices globally. We invite
you to further the dialogue and extend the partnerships by contributing to future issues of the
ERPP.
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